ODOC WPN 20-2 Attachment D

NEAT Library Insulation Setup
Purpose: To establish insulation setup procedures in NEAT Setup Libraries for PY20. This WPN does
NOT provide guidance on which insulation should be installed in a specific home or situation;
rather, it provides instructions for how to setup an Oklahoma NEAT library with all possible types of
allowable insulation that may be considered for installation, and the fields in NEAT where additional
insulation can be selected and additional costs included. Standard Work Specifications and any
applicable DOE or ODOC regulations, such as Field Guides, must be followed for all insulation
installations.
REGULATORY BACKGROUND: 10 CFR 440.21 requires that all Weatherization Program Service
Providers use an energy audit modeling software as part of energy audit procedures to determine
what energy saving measures can be installed in a home during the course of weatherization work.
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has approved Oklahoma to use Weatherization Assistant 8.9
(WA 8.9) for Site Built (NEAT) and Manufactured Housing (MHEA). Proper WA 8.9 use and
implementation is dependent upon DOE approved State policies. While ODOC is in the process of
developing a comprehensive technical manual for WA 8.9, in order to move forward in PY20, it is
necessary to create some interim guidance
PROGRAM GUIDANCE
1. As stated on the list of measures in ODOC WPN 20-2, attic insulation R49 [Measure #5] must
now be turned ON. A measure is turned on within the setup library by CHECKING the “Active”
box. See screen shot below.

This box needs to be
checked.
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2. All Setup Libraries must include the following setup within the NEAT Insulation Types tab. These
insulation types must be entered exactly as shown on the screen shot below. Notice that Blown
Fiberglass Wall Insulation must be set at R-4.

3. Setting up the NEAT insulation types as shown in the screen shot above will result in more accurate
Recommended Measure reports for site built homes. These insulation types will now appear in the
Added Insulation fields underneath the Shell tab, and must be used appropriately. See examples
below:
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4. Insulation for attic access does not have a separate field for input. There are two different
procedures to address this, depending on the situation.
a. If the attic access lid insulation is the same material as the attic insulation, the cost of the
access insulation is included as part of the overall square footage of the attic insulation, and
just needs to be detailed in the work order.
b. If two different insulating materials are necessary (one for the attic access lid and one for
the attic), the cost per square foot is likely to be different. In this case, add the cost of the
attic access lid insulation as an additional cost under the attic tab (see screen shot below).
c. See ODOC Energy Audit Policies and Procedures Manual for more information regarding
attic accesses.

